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About This Content

Save Churchill Part 1: In Shadows is the atmospheric first episode in a series of three new Sniper Elite 3 campaign missions
where players must foil a plot to assassinate inspirational British Prime Minister, Winston Churchill.

Inside the shadowy city of Siwa lies the intel that could reveal his assassin, but this is not the place that Karl Fairburne
remembers; the haunted surroundings are shrouded in smoke, her city walls battle-scarred by constant bombardment and

assaults.

Fairburne must infiltrate the garrison, sow chaos among the enemy, and reveal the Axis plans that could end Churchill’s – and
Allied – resistance for good.

Now features co-op play!
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With Sniper Elite V2's DLC, they decided to go for non canon seperate missions far from it's story instead of expanding upon it.
With SE3, the DLC is a direct sequel to the events of the main game. Save Churchill had me very mixed. Basically, the levels
ranged in quality differences. I decided to talk about all of them. Check out my reviews page to see the reviews for them.

Part 1 is titled "In Shadows" and reuses a map from the base game. It's nothing special although there is a few moments worth
looking at. Nothing much happens in it but remember it's just the beginning of the story to this DLC Trilogy. Karl faces a new
enemy that we will see soon. The DLC is okay for the most part but I wouldn't suggest buying it separately. Instead, buy the
Season Pass so you can experience the entire story in one sitting. It will probably take you 90 minutes or 2 hours to beat them
all.

Overall, an alright story expansion of a trilogy but nothing worth going bananas over.
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